**WHAT'S NEW IN MOODLE 2.7:**

**EDITING OPTIONS:**

The dragging icon has moved to the front of the categories.

The editing icons can now be accessed after clicking the Edit link, a drop down menu will appear bellow.
**Assignment Enhancements:**

- Control when feedback is sent to students
- Specify a maximum number of words
- Comment inline on an online text submission
- Allow teacher to delete submissions

**Submission types**

- **Submission types**
  - Online text
  - File submissions
- **Word limit**
  - Enable
- **Maximum number of uploaded files**
  - 1
- **Maximum submission size**
  - Site upload limit (64 MB)

Choose to allow Comment inline on an online text submission or not.

**Feedback types**

- **Feedback types**
  - Feedback comments
  - Feedback files
  - Offline grading worksheet

**Comment inline**

- No
**CONDITIONAL ACTIVITIES:**

You now have more options for restricting access as shown below:
**GRADE:**

For grading you have more features. You can now choose between scaling system or point system. In addition, you can specify the maximum points for a particular assignment.

![Grade Example](image)

**GRID FORMAT:**

In Moodle 2.7 gird format; there is an image for General section. You always can choose to have it or move it out of grid.